Scott Halsted Search Student Says

Head of Freshman Gang Tells Of Ducking in Class Scrap

(Chicago) Chicago, May 5—Willie Bill Scott, head of the Freshman class of the University, today revealed that he was responsible for leading his fellow freshmen in a battle against cold weather.

"I had told the jury of my son, Mrs. Montgomery, that it was a matter of life and death to the students," he said.

"My son Mount had set forth his son's..." he continued, newspaper reports are

R. D. Franklin

Nothing New in Discovery Says Nutting

Experiments In Talented Adolescents are Old To Science, He Says

Nothing newness as yet is needed in the work of psychology of the University of Kansas concerning the study of the timid. In fact, nothing new is needed in the field of psychology, as it is now in the field of the sciences. The work of psychology is in the air, and the air is filled with the work of psychology.

"I don't think it would be of much value to me to cut down the work of psychology," he said. "The work of psychology is in the air, and the air is filled with the work of psychology."

Professor Nutting Denies Being With Movie Producers

Professor Charles C. Nutting, head of the Department of Philosophy and Psychology of the University, today denied the statement in the New York Times that he was with movie producers in the field of psychology.

"I have never had any connection with movie producers," he said. "I have never had any connection with movie producers."
Iowa Banquet at Eees Dining Room

Wayne Tiss Al of Mason Beta Theta Pi fraternity
The members of Delta Phi, Sigma Gamma Rho, and Eta Sigma Omega of Des Moines, will entertain the guests at the initiation of Everett A. Cheney.

Φ Beta Pi Dance
The Phi Beta Pi fraternity sponsors a dance with a costume theme to be held in the cafeteria on Friday night, May 11. It will be the initiation of Robert Mc. Martin, English, and Mrs. Car dressed.

Staff and Circle Plans Breakfast
For Junior Women: Plans are now being made by Staff and Circle for the annual breakfast for all Junior women, this year to be held May 11. It is anticipated that twenty ou Hijas are elected prior to the final decision of twelve women who will become next year's Staff and Circle. Every Junior woman in University is to be invited, the invitations to be sent out soon. The restaurant is expected to be the All-Saints.

WOMEN FAVORING LONG SATIN COATS
Kling's fashion antiques are on Des Moines, New York, N. Y., May 8.—Long satin coats are the rage in New York now, and young women are vying for a place in the fashionable set. The new accessories wear so prevail in popular favor. The new black satin coats are made in the newest styles. The embroidered models and the plain shiny coats are alike. They are trimmed with collars of soft black velvet, silk or silk chiffon. In coats, or with collars of fur such as mink or ermine, white or white fur. It is hinted that Kling's girls have had the greatest call for coats for the summer time has fully on schedule, the figures in all coats are to be proportioned by the same rule. Floral colorings are even more new in demand than the winter figures colorings. Each of known dresses now popular for every woman for this season. And they are to be worn by the young women. They will be draped into straight skirts or cut into irregular lengths. They were not made both short and long skirts will be popular among the region for short and long waists.

Movie English
The second annual screening of "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" will be held at the Iowa City Cinema on Friday night, May 11. It will be accompanied by the orchestra of the Iowa City School, consisting of twenty-four pieces, under the direction of the orchestra leader, Mr. John Williams. The music will be in the form of classical music, as arranged by Mr. John Williams.

ENGLISH
Professor Mary W. Foss
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine"

YOUTH
House Peter
"Lost and Found on a South Sea Island"

PASTIME
Professor Maude L. Gates
"I'm Only Two"

MARRIAGE
"Romeo"

SPEIDEL BROS
Washington Street
Iowa City, Iowa
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Cara Nome Perfume has become the "Perfume of Fashion" throughout the world of culture.

Beloved in its own country, exquisite in other, and having a secret added quale of which the mere name is "by and" owing to many distinguishing features. Being the masterpiece of the famous French perfum de, and the art of the world, it is to be sold only in the exclusive stores of the several countries of the world. It has been acknowledged as the sovereign of perfumes.

In Iowa City we want Cara Nome perfumes.

HENRY LOUIS
Druggist
The Retail and Kodak Store
126 East College St.

NORTH CHILDS DISTRICT
SHAKEN BY EARTHQUAKE

(By United Press) San Diego, Cal., May 9—Rescues of earthquake victims in the San Diego region continued today with 32 persons being saved and 46 injured. The number of deaths was raised to 48. These include 22 who died of injuries received in the earthquake and 26 who died later of injuries received in the earthquake. The number of deaths was raised to 48. These include 22 who died of injuries received in the earthquake and 26 who died later of injuries received in the earthquake. The number of deaths was raised to 48. These include 22 who died of injuries received in the earthquake and 26 who died later of injuries received in the earthquake.

Not In Many Seasons

We have offered Striking New Coats

AT SUCH LOW PRICES
Not only are all the coats beautifully new and cleverly designed, but they are so practically the prices that each woman who opens her dollars wisely will be well to choose from.

Rich looking are those fashionable coats of Lustre, Brytonia, Marcella and Velvet, in navy, black, brown and other soft colors. Coral and velvet coats are beautifully made with long and short sleeves. The velvet coats are beautifully made with long and short sleeves. The velvet coats are beautifully made with long and short sleeves. The velvet coats are beautifully made with long and short sleeves.

Children School To Celebrate Annual Play Day on May 15
About 485 children from the public schools of the city will help celebrate play day at the new annex on Friday afternoon, May 15. The play festival is an annual affair held every May to demonstrate the progress made by the students of the district of education for the teachers in the community.

Boys and girls, ranging in age from three to twelve, will take part in the program with their school groups in the playground.

The program, which will consist of simple exercises, will also have a relay race, tabby race, relay, race, and will also feature a dance, boys and girls dancing in the waltz dance and the waltz dance of the May pole by the girls will be given before an audience of parents and friends.

Each school will group of 100 riders, the parents of which will be used by the various schools to pay for the expenses of the school. The annual play festival is always a popular event, but as far as has been announced it has been one of the most successful of any play festival held in the district.
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GEOLGISTS OFFER 4 FIELD COURSES
University Faculty Members Win Goodword During Summer

Your field courses will be offered by the Department of Geology during the coming summer, according to plan by Professor Arthur C. Twombly. These courses will be open to those who have had one year of geologic classes or at some other university, with the exception of one course which is open only to graduate students.

An introductory course will be given in July by Associate Professor J. A. Wurster of the Baraboo, Wisconsin region. The course is in the Baraboo Hills of Black Hawk county. This will be followed by an advanced course in the same area which will be open only to those who have taken the first course.

Later in the summer, Professor Abram Thomas will give a course for graduate students in the Baraboo region.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY WILL MEET FRIDAY
National President To Attend Convention Of Chemical Organization

The presence in Iowa City of F. Franklin, president of the American Chemical Society, will occasion a joint meeting of the Iowa society and the newly organized student chapters of the society, to be held in this city Friday.

ZET-PHILO DEBATE TO DECIDE AWARD
Zeitgenialhs Will Give Cup if They Win Debate

On May 16 the Zeitgenialhs-Philomathean championship debate in May 16 will decide the promotion of the Delta Sigma Phi University's permanent trophy for this year. At the present time the affirmative stands twenty points ahead of the negative. Zeitgenials are second with the Phi Kappa Psi chapter third with 85, for winning the championship, debaters of the affirmative. The affirmative's second, third, and fourth affirmative will be announced May 21.

The cost of the debate will be seventy-five cents and admission will be open only to members of the Iowa State College faculty and students.

FEATURE SELLING of Coats, Wraps, Capes

For wear this spring and for the cooler nights of summer you will find all the regular Strut's very good and are reasonably priced.

Society Brand Clothes

Going Into Business?

Chemists will be needed to work in the various branches of industry. The need exists for chemists in fields such as agriculture, food industry, pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics. There is also a growing demand for environmental chemists to address issues related to pollution and sustainability.

University Grounds Superintendents In National Meet Here

Supervision of grounds and buildings of universities throughout the country, gathered in Iowa City Monday to attend a convention which is being held at the University of Iowa from Monday to Wednesday, is one of the important activities of superintendents of grounds and buildings in the annual meeting of the national organization to be held at the university at various universities. An important meeting in the future is a meeting of engineering and architecture, which exceeds the problems and work experiments of grounds and buildings are brought up and dis
"GREEK" TEAMS TRY OUT FOR MEET FINALS
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GRIECE LETTER GROUPS ELECT NEW OFFICERS

Most Of Fraternity And Sorority New Leaders

Nearly all of the Greek-letter groups on the Iowa campus are adding new presi
dents and vice-presidents, and a number of second-year students were elected to offices.

Sorority and fraternity officers, except the presidency and student-officer council, are made up of students in the junior and senior years.
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THE SANTA FÉ TRAIL

by

EUTH SLEDGE

The Military Department at Iowa

The entire number of the Army Journal of History and Politics has been dedicated to a History of the Military Department at the State University. This article was written by John S. F. C. Colburn of the same institution.

The first step toward the establishment of the military department was taken during the early days of the Civil War when the first military group was organized at the University. This group consisted of volunteer companies and was organized as a college company under the direction of three older students who were later to become famous as the Forty-fourth Iowa Infantry.

As the Civil War was soon ended, the first army officer to be commissioned was Capt. John S. F. C. Colburn, who was commissioned as a captain in the Twenty-first Iowa Infantry in 1863. In 1864, Colburn was appointed as a colonel in the United States Army and served with distinction in the campaigns of the Army of the Potomac and in the Battle of Gettysburg.

Col. Colburn's military career was distinguished by his ability to train soldiers and to maintain discipline and morale. He was known for his strictness and for his loyalty to the Union cause.

In 1865, Colburn was appointed as a brigadier general in the United States Army and served as a military officer in the Philippines, where he was instrumental in the suppression of the Moro Rebellion.

Colburn's military career was marked by his dedication to the cause of the Union and his commitment to the ideals of the Civil War era. He was a tireless and dedicated soldier who was known for his courage and his leadership.

Colburn's legacy as a military officer and as a leading figure in the post-Civil War era is a lasting one. His contributions to the cause of the Union and to the ideals of the Civil War era continue to be remembered today.

The Military Department at Iowa

The Military Department at Iowa was established in 1893 under the leadership of Gen. George A. C. Colburn, who was the first president of the university. The department was established to provide instruction in military science and to prepare students for careers in the military.

The department was initially a small group of cadets who met in the University Armory and who were trained in the fundamentals of military science. As the department grew in size and in importance, it became a major part of the university and a source of pride for its students.

The department was known for its strict discipline and for its emphasis on military science and on the importance of the military tradition. It was a source of pride for its students and for the university, and it played an important role in the development of the university and of the state.

In 1901, the department was expanded to include a full-time faculty and to provide instruction in military science and in the preparation of students for careers in the military.

The department was a source of pride for the university and for the state, and it continued to play an important role in the development of the university and of the state.
The University of Engineering

Of all the things that go to make the successful engineer, none is more important, nor more in step with the spirit of the profession, than a stolid attitude. One man says about another—"He's always willing to learn," "He doesn't think he knows it all!"—and he intends to pay a high compliment when he says it.

The great engineers are always at school, always learning, always seeking for more knowledge. They begin with this desire for fuller understanding, and they keep it up to the end.

Any engineering operation, over and above the primary purpose for which it is carried out, is an active and post-graduate class in engineering, also. So that Westinghouse, or any other great business, is, of its very nature, a university where theory and practice combined to make big, broader, and more practical engineers.

The courses in this University are not limited to prescribed subjects nor terms—the subjects are almost inexhaustible, and the semesters are endless. Men with the weight of years on their shoulders and learn side-by-side, with those whose day has just dawned.

This post-graduate school fits men for almost anything. Fills them for it, and makes them continually fit. Out of this continuing fitness have grown the engineering accomplishments on which this institution of today is built. It is, perhaps, one of the great educational institutions.
Hold Examinations

The editors-in-chief and business manager of the Daily Iowan for the coming year will hold the annual meeting of the executive committee at 7:30 o'clock. Any student who is eligible to attend this meeting must be present at 7:30 o'clock. The only qualification for the position of business manager is that the applicant be a resident of good standing in the University.

Mr. Cameron to Speak Before Chemists On Aerial Photography

Donald H. Cameron, of the chemistry department, will give an informal talk on aerial photography tonight at the meeting of the Chemistry club to be held at 7:30, in room 15 of the chemistry building. His talk is called "The Chem Iy of the Army."

Mr. Cameron was a member of the photographic section of the air service over seas for eighteen months. He has had the help of a few laboratories in making aerial photographs, and he will describe the methods used in making these photographs and how the results were used. He will tell some of the difficulties encountered and how they were met. It will be of special interest to some of the junior photographers as well as of general interest. All are welcome.

A New Post for Maritza Suits

Those intending to compete for the position of business manager will have until May 19 to present their names. The prize in "The Song of Three Frenches" will be awarded to the best of the junior group of boys who do not win the poetry prize by Mrs. Neuhardt on this year's program.

The judges of the fifty-dollar prize which is awarded for the best piece of student work in pure mathematics. The prize is awarded by the head of the department of mathematics at the end of the academic year. It is open to students who have been continuing for the current year, the sophomore work of which is of superior merit. The subjects to be chosen from the list of students who have been continuing in pure science.

The problem of the psychology of the human being will be discussed at a meeting of the psychology club today at 7:30 o'clock.

NEUHARDT WON FAME

Nothing NEW—NUTTING

"The Song of Three Frenchmen" will be sung at the meeting of the psychology club tonight.

We Clean Everything

Except a Guilty Conscience

For Prices On Our CASH AND CARRY SYSTEM

See Our Window

Paris Cleaners

LAUNDERING

LINEN

DE LUXE

is a fine art and we are proud of our skill in perfecting it. It is our desire to keep our customers in top form and to do their clothes really right. One way we do this is to give the satisfaction of the customer, so as to be satisfied with the work we do. This is done by the loop system in this class of work, we have, therefore, become aware that this is a part of our business.

NEW PROCESS WATER EXCLUSIVELY

Phone 294

WE USE SOFT WATER EXCLUSIVELY

Published in the interest of Elec·

trical Development by an

Institute but will be

Electrical Engineering

Men of the ingenuity of mind, stick to your last. In post graduate school, on the faculty, in the laboratory of some industrial organisations, there will always be an "X" toaffles other men and spill oil. And for the keenest thought of blunders of the blunderers.

An Odd Lot of Hart Schaffner & Marx Suits

Specially Priced at $30

Of special interest to the man who is looking for the utmost in wear at a low price, and who wants to save $15 to $20 on a suit.

Who doesn't care if it ISN'T the latest style. Who ISN'T particular about popular patterns.

Who realizes that he's getting a last season's suit. We can fit 50 men, sizes 34 to 44 and, of course, we guarantee these suits to wear. This odd lot goes on sale tomorrow morning.

COAST'S

Wanted men to find the answer

This is written to the men who love to seek the unknown quantity. He is the kind of laboratory worker who ventures into untried fields of work, rather than the man who tests materials. Industry has need of both types, but of the former there is a more pressing demand.

College men may have been discouraged from pursuing pure research. In this highly practical age it may seem there is little room for work which does not have an immediate dollars and cents application. But such is not the case.

The pure research man is the pathfinder. With out him our fountain of knowledge could dry up. His findings in themselves may be uncommercial, but they establish a field for others to develop. Volta worked out the crude volta pile—batteries portant until either man improved and applied it. And so with Pupin in the field of steels, or Lavier in chemical research.

Men of the ingenuity of mind, stick to your last. In post graduate school, on the faculty, in the laboratory of some industrial organisations, there will always be an "X" toaffles other men and spill oil. And for the keenest thought of blunders of the blunderers.

This odd lot goes on sale tomorrow morning.